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Help me 'cause I'm falling and I just can't see
You came along and took ahold of me
You gave me sugar-coated valentines
Promises that you were mine
Tying up my line talking dirty to me

And all I need I thought I'd found
You only let me down
You went sleeping around... 
Around

I wanna go back to the day before I met ya
Things'd be bettah if I could forget ya
Somebody give me something strong so I can release
ya
A double-shot of amnesia
Life could be sweeter... 
For me

Everyone was saying:
"Whadda doing playing with her heart when you don't
care?
She's much too young to string along
Put her back where she belongs
Why you doing her wrong?
It's just not fair."

And all I need is peace of mind
I wanna put it behind
Quit wasting my time... 
My time! 

I wanna go back to the day before I met ya
Things'd be bettah if I could forget ya
Somebody give me something strong so I can release
ya
(So I can release ya)
A double-shot of amnesia
Life could be sweeter... 
Sweeter for me

Yeah, you only let me down
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How you turn a girl around
And now I need some peace of mind
I wanna put this behind
Stop wasting all my ti-i-i-ime

I wanna go back to the day before I met ya
(Met ya)
Things'd be better if I could forget ya
Somebody give me something strong so I can release
ya
(Oh gimme something)
A double-shot of amnesia
Life could be sweeter... 
Sweeter for me

I wanna go back to the day before I met ya
(I really would)
Things'd be bettah if I could forget -
I could forget
Somebody give me something strong so I can release
ya
(So I can release ya)
A double-shot of amnesia
Life could be sweeter
(Life could be sweeter)
For me
Sweeter
Life could be sweeter
(Oohh)
Sweeter
Life could be sweeter
(Life could be...)
Sweeter
(Oohh)
Life could be sweeter
(Yeah-hey)
Sweeter
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